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It is time to introduce a new level of Quality Control 
to your wine and spirit manufacturing process. 
The AlcoTest-RITM  allows you to improve quality 
by maintaining % ABV consistency, and improve 
compliance by adding a TTB compliant solution to 
your wine or spirit testing. The AlcoTest-RITM offers 
all the needed testing capability for compliance but 
also has additional capabilities to test your products 
for consistency. The end goal might be to improve 
quality and taste or to ensure that your alcohol 
testing solution is accurate enough for the inspecting 
taxation authority. The TTB or your regulatory agency 
wants to see an accurate % ABV label value and the 
customer just wants consistent taste, meanwhile you 
and your staff need something that is simple, fast and 
easy to operate.

The Rudolph AlcoTest-RITM is the solution that satisfies 
all three issues and helps save valuable time, as well 
as eliminating costly errors, even when operated by a 
wide variety of users with varying skill levels.

In 3 minutes, AlcoTest-RITM will measure an 
accurate % ABV value in white wine, red wine, 
Alcopops, Port, obscured and unobscured spirits.   

A Highly Versatile % ABV Testing Solution For 
 Spirit, Wine and Alcoholic Beverage Producers 

For Spirit Production AlcoTest-RITM Eliminates Most Distillations
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# of Distillations 

Reduce Number 
      of Distillations 

Reduce your Daily, Weekly, and 
Monthly time spent on lab distillations.
Complete Compliance can be maintained while still 
reducing the number of distillations you need to do.

In the default AlcoTest measurement mode, an operator 
can get answers back to the production manager in a 
matter of minutes. You don’t need to employ a skilled 
chemist, and there is no distillation step. 

The AlcoTest-RI’sTM embedded Windows interface allows 
a direct connection to a network server or the results 
can be stored locally. There is no glassware to break, no 
hot liquid in the lab. It’s a quick 3-5 minute test and no 
sample preparation is required. Unlike traditional NIR 
solutions where values are subject to drift, air bubbles, 
and sample variance, the AlcoTest measurement is a 
density and BRIX measurement that has shown to 
correlate perfectly with testing labs like ETS and BDAS 
using more time intensive and expensive methodologies 
such as GC.

For unobscured and obscured spirits, use the AlcoTest-
RITM in the TTB approved Density Meter only mode, distill 
the sample, and submit the results to the government 
inspector. For determining % ABV label value you have 
done it their way and government requirements are thus 
fully satisfied.  For factory compliance and every day 
testing, skip distillation and measure in AlcoTest-RITM 
mode.

For most spirit blending and production 
operations, simply load a sample and 
receive % ABV in less than 3 minutes. Even 
obscured samples are easy to measure 
while blending down to label value, 
saving you hours of time each month 
on time consuming lab distillations. 
Using both density and refractive index 

measurements the AlcoTest-RITM can 
calculate % ABV accurately even with the 
presence of flavorings, colorings, additives 
and barrel aging. If you maintain tight 
formulas for your products, the need for 
lab distillations is greatly reduced. 

As a producer of Wine and obscured 
alcoholic beverages it is your goal to 
choose the most accurate, least time 
intrusive solution to measure these 
samples without distillation. 

 
 

Lab distillations are required by taxation bureaus as a 
means to measure the percentage of alcohol in a given 
alcohol beverage. Simple alcohol and water mixtures are 
very easy to read in a density meter alone as the Density 
Meter knows the density of water 
and ethanol so with some internal 
calculations, the percentage of 
alcohol can be determined. 
When other elements are present 
in an alcohol solution such as 
flavorings, heavy barrel aging 
or sugars, the percent alcohol 
in the water is masked or 
obscured by the added elements. 
Scientists discovered that by 
distilling the alcohol solution 
they could vaporize and recollect 
just the alcohol, add back the 
missing volume of water, and 
now the percentage of alcohol can 
be determined. Is distillation perfect? 
No, but it is a fairly reliable way of 
separating alcohol from a solution and for 
governments to have a means to collect tax.

Many government taxation bureaus require 
alcohol beverages that are not just alcohol 
and water to be distilled. You may go one 
step further and say “Or use another known 
more accurate method”. Thus, distillation 
is often the default standard, but methods 
such as Gas Chromatography may also be 
used, as this is a known more accurate 
method. 



Measure % ABV When Making Cuts On The Still And When Barreling

SAVE TIME WITH AlcoCalcTM

The AlcoTest-RITM Allows Alcoholic Beverage  
Producers To Lock In Quality With Additional Benefits

Measure RI, BRIX, Specific Gravity and Density of 
incoming flavors and additives. When making flavored 
alcohol product sugars, flavors and colors are added to 
ethanol and water to create a finished beverage. 

Adding the same volume of the various components 
to each production run would have you believe your 
product is consistent and in specification but what if 
the flavorings themselves are out of specification? The 
AlcoTest-RITM allows you to measure key flavor quality 
indicators such as density, refractive index, and BRIX. 
This can be done when the materials are delivered so 
you can monitor your suppliers for quality and keep 
your finished product tasting exactly the same from 

TEST FOR LABEL VALUE –  
FOR COMPLETE COMPLIANCE

The official TTB method to determine final % ABV of  
obscured alcohol products is by distillation. There are  
however problems with distillations.

The main problem with distillations is they are difficult 
to perform and if you send them out of house, it takes 
too long to get results back from the lab.

The AlcoTest-RITM comes in different models for different 
alcohol products. For measuring % ABV in wine, select 
the DDM 2910 based AlcoTest-RITM. For higher %ABV  
products such as Distilled Spirits and Fortified wines,  
select the DDM 2911 PLUS based model of  
AlcoTest-RITM. The DDM2911 PLUS  will provide 
you with a TTB approved Density Meter as part of  
the system. 

batch to batch.

AlcoTest-RITM can also measure Corrected BRIX which 
is the actual BRIX corrected for obscuration caused 
by the alcohol. Refractometers by themselves cannot 
measure BRIX accurately when alcohol is present. The 
measurement must be corrected to give you the actual 
BRIX measurement – thus the term “Corrected BRIX”. 
Using AlcoTest-RITM as a final test of your finished 
beverage gives you a Corrected BRIX value which is an 
excellent benchmark of residual sugars. Maintaining a 
stable Corrected BRIX value ensures your product’s taste 
is consistent from batch to batch.

MAINTAIN CONSISTENCY

The DDM2911 PLUS portion of the AlcoTest-RITM  
system is a TTB approved Density Meter accurate 
to .01% alcohol by volume and it is used by the TTB 
themselves! Having a TTB approved density meter in 
your distillery lab allows you to make many important 
measurements through the distillation process as well 
as making a finished alcohol beverage with a known 
and compliant % ABV.

When making cuts from your Still, the DDM 2911 
PLUS can be used to rapidly measure % ABV so you 
can make your cuts precisely and consistently.  Other 
options such as non-temperature controlled hand-held 
density meters and hydrometers are as much as 100 
times less accurate than the Rudolph DDM 2911 PLUS.

When barreling straight alcohol for aging it is im-
portant to use the exact same procedures each time 
to obtain similar results. This is particularly true 
with single barrel products. The control point for 
barreling is % ABV by volume and your goal is to  
barrel at a precisely measured value.

Straight alcohol products such as Vodkas, Moonshines, 
most Gins, and many young Whiskeys can be directly 
measured by the DDM 2911 PLUS and the results used 
for your official label value. If you do not distill but are 
a blending operation, you will want to use the DDM 
2911 PLUS to measure incoming ethanol shipments.

AlcoCalcTM is an exclusive Rudolph feature that saves 
time and improves consistency. For instance, when 
blending 180 Proof alcohol down to a target of 80 
proof, you would normally use the tables from the TTB 
gauging manual to tell you how much water to add to 
reach your targeted Proof. 

Rudolph has incorporated these tables into its software 
and is the only manufacturer offering dilution solutions 
through its graphical user interface. Simply measure 
your alcohol for current Proof, enter a target Proof 
and the DDM 2911 PLUS will calculate the weight 
or volume of water necessary to reach your target 
Proof. Only Rudolph offers built in dilution tables and 
methods for common distillery functions to improve 
speed, accuracy and work efficiency. 



BOOST FERMENTATION YIELD

Monitor “Distiller’s Beer” to maximize % ABV yield. 
When you are preparing your mash many factors are 
in play that will determine your final % ABV yield 
including; potential alcohol of your ingredients, the 
yeast you are using, temperature, and time. Your 
goal is to maximize the yield of your mash by making 
adjustments to your fermentation process which in 
turn helps control your material cost. Stopping the 
fermentation at a fixed % ABV by volume also adds 
another quality check to your overall production process.

Three Industry Specific Models 

Wine Producer Model

DDM2910-AFP (AutoFill with funnel)  
and J457OM-DP

Accuracy – Density 0.0001 g/cm3  RI – RI ±0.00002 /  
Brix ±0.015

Range - RI 1.26-1.72  Brix 0-100% -  
Will Measure Corrected BRIX in Alcohol

Wine Producer + Spirits and/or  
Fortified wines – includes TTB Approved  
Density Meter

DDM2911 PLUS-AFP (AutoFill with funnel)  
and J457OM-DP 

Accuracy – Density 0.00001 g/cm3  RI –  
RI ±0.00002 /  Brix ±0.015

Range - RI 1.26-1.72  Brix 0-100% - Will Measure 
Corrected BRIX in Alcohol

Spirits Producer – includes TTB  
Approved Density Meter Model

DDM 2911 PLUS-AFP – With AlcoCalcTM (AutoFill 
with funnel) and J457OM-DP 

DDM2911 PLUS-EP With AlcoCalcTM (Syringe  
injection) and J457OM-EP

Accuracy – Density 0.00001 g/cm3  RI – RI ±0.00002 /  
Brix ±0.015

Range - RI 1.26-1.72  Brix 0-100% - Will Measure  
Corrected BRIX in Alcohol

Accuracies with obscured spirits can only be  
determined after a sample study is performed  
or on site demonstration completed.
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